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Free Pendulum Chart Instructions
Thank you for downloading the free Golden Pendulum Chart. The
Golden Chart is all about following your intuition and exploring
beyond “yes” and “no” answers. May this chart serve you well and
aid you in your journey. The following are some tips and ideas for
using the chart to maximize your results:

How to Choose Questions - With the Golden Pendulum Chart you
can ask any question, on any topic, that is in the forefront of your
mind. Whether it’s about which foods you should eat or avoid, or
about zeroing in on your divine calling, choose a topic that is close
to your heart. If you’re undecided on a particular journey, or you’re
making changes in your life that have you in a quandary as to your
next best step, use this chart to get clarity and draw answers from
within.
First create the question to which you seek clear answers. Next
cut out the numbered cards on page four. Shuffle the first seven
cards and lay them, number-side-down. We all have intuitive
inclinations to answer the questions that perplex us the most.
Search within and review that which you intuitively feel could be
at play in regards to your question.

Let’s say you have a persistent issue that you haven’t been able to
find resolution around. You most likely have gone over the
possible contributing factors, or solutions to your problem overand-over in your mind.

In pencil, write those intuitive leads on the blank side of each card.
You can also experiment by writing down answers that you haven’t
already entertained, or by asking someone you trust to write some
of the answers.
For example, if you’re soul-searching for a new direction that will
bring you toward your life’s calling, you can repeat the reading
process as many times as you want. Each time intuitively writing
your reading answers as you explore new layers that speak to you.
You could start with answers that point to a variety of professions.
Next, you can fine tune your answers to include variations such as
the kind of people you would like to work with, or the kind of
working environment that will bring you the most reward such as
working one-on-one, with a team, remotely, at a retreat, in Hawaii
with a partner, from home etc. Explore freely, allowing yourself to
uncover answers that will continually lead you to discover your
deepest calling.
Hold your pendulum in place above the arrow on the chart and
with your question in mind, allow the pendulum to naturally swing
in the direction of the numbered answer. Don’t be surprised if
occasionally your pendulum swings between two answers, or from
one answer across to another. This means that both answers apply
to your situation. Once the pendulum has clearly indicated a
numbered answer, pick up the corresponding card(s) and read the
answer on the back.
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The following are some tips to help you in using your Golden
Pendulum Chart… and your pendulum:
Tips for Printing the Chart - Depending on your printer, you may
need to select “fit” in your printer preferences in order to print the
chart and cards at the maximum size. When printing your chart
make sure that “grayscale” is not selected or it may cause some of
the images to print with a black background. If you prefer to print
your chart in black and white, select print in “black and white”, but
do not print in “grayscale.”
Clickable Links - If you’re viewing this PDF on an iPad, and you find
you can’t use the links, try opening the file in Safari, or in Books, by
sending it to your Books app.
Suggested Questions - If you need some prompts to help you
decide which questions to ask your pendulum, you can find a
number of suggested questions arranged by topic on this page.
Keeping Your Pendulum Operational - If you have not already
cleansed and programmed your pendulum, you can find
information on how to cleanse your pendulum here and how to
program your pendulum here. Ensuring that your pendulum has
been programmed to work with your energy will result in accurate
readings, and clearing your pendulum of stagnant, or negative
energy, will also keep your readings exact.

Circa 1890 Pendulum Charts - At Circa 1890 you can find a number
of pendulum charts that are intuitively crafted using principles that
are attuned to universal truths. The following are a few favorites to
guide you in your journey:

Messages for Redirection Pendulum Chart - How to transform
"NO" into a pathway that leads to "YES.“ The answer “NO” is
oftentimes simply a cue to look for deeper information and to
open to something even better. The Messages for Redirection
Chart will help guide you to that deeper meaning, allowing you to
uncover new information that can lead you to your higher
purpose.
Raise Your Vibration Pendulum Chart - The Raise Your Vibration
Pendulum Chart will help you put focus to practices which raise
your energy field and create an abundant flow in your life.
Abundance Pendulum Chart - The writings in the Abundance
Pendulum chart are founded on universal truths and they work
with your own energy and inner wisdom. The Chart identifies the
seven major blockages to creating prosperity in your life, guiding
you to lift each block as they arise.
You can find more Circa 1890 instant download pendulum charts
here. May you always be led on the pathway to your highest self
and your greatest joy… Circa 1890
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Cut out the cards
and write your intuitive
answers on the back!
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